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A combination of the density functional theory and the single-site dynamical mean-field theory is employed
to study the electronic structures of various allotropes of elemental curium (Cm-I, Cm-II, and Cm-III). We find
that the 5 f valence electrons in the high-symmetry Cm-I and Cm-II phases remain localized, while they turn
into itinerancy in the low-symmetry monoclinic Cm-III phase. In addition, conspicuous quasiparticle multiplets
are identified in the 5 f electronic density of states of the Cm-III phase. We believe that it is the many-body
transition between 5 f 7 and 5 f 8 configurations that gives rise to these quasiparticle multiplets. Therefore, the
Cm-III phase is probably a new realization of the so-called Racah metal.
I. INTRODUCTION
The actinides, with atomic numbers ranging from 89 (ac-
tinium) to 103 (lawrencium) on the periodic table, have many
complicated and fascinating properties. It is well accepted
that, electronic structure regulates nonnuclear properties of
materials. Since the actinide series successively fill up the
5 f shell, the role played by the 5 f electrons in the electronic
structures of the actinides to the chemical and physical proper-
ties in their solid phases is at the heart of actinides science and
is a subject of massive experimental and theoretical interest
all the time1. In spite of much efforts, there are still numerous
open questions and puzzles, especially concerning with the
entanglement between crystal structures and 5 f valence states
of the actinides, that need to be answered and solved.
Generally speaking, the actinides are often classified into
two groups, early (or light) actinides and late (or heavy) ac-
tinides. In light actinides [from actinium (Ac) to plutonium
(Pu)], the 5 f electrons tend to be itinerant and take actively
part in chemical bonding, which leads to a gradual decrease
in their atomic volumes. Though the 5 f electrons are ca-
pable of spin polarization and hence yielding some kinds of
magnetic ordering states, magnetism is absent in most of light
actinides2. As for heavy actinides [americium (Am) and be-
yond], the trend is exactly on the contrary. Their 5 f electrons
incline to be localized, and there is no 5 f bonding. The local-
ized 5 f electrons usually give rise to local magnetic moments.
The sudden change in localization degree of freedom of 5 f
electrons can explain the remarkable upturn in the atomic vol-
umes of actinides3, i.e., the atomic volume of Am is almost
50% larger than the one of its preceding neighbour Pu4. In
some sense, most of ground state properties of actinides could
be understood or explained within this scenario. However,
since the 5 f electronic states are incredibly sensitive to varia-
tion of external conditions and environment, the actinides will
show quite intricate crystallographic phases and controversial
solid properties under pressure, upon heating and alloying1.
For example, Pu, an element at odds with itself, comprises six
allotropes which have different crystal structures and manifest
distinct lattice properties4–6. Another interesting element is
Am, which exhibits four crystal structures between ambient
pressure and 100 GPa7–9.
Here, let us pay attention to curium (Cm), a pivotal element
at the center of the actinide series. As a function of pressure,
Cm will display five different allotropes and four successive
phase transitions up to 100 GPa10,11. At ambient pressure, the
Cm-I phase is favorable. It crystallizes in a double hexago-
nal close packed structure. When pressure reaches 17 GPa,
the Cm-I phase converts to the Cm-II phase. The latter is
in a face centered cubic structure. The Cm-III phase has an
atypical monoclinic structure with space group C2/c. The
pressure range, that it is energetically favorable, spans from
37 GPa to 56 GPa. As pressure becomes larger, the Cm-IV
phase appears. It has an orthorhombic structure with space
group Fddd, which is similar to the Am-III phase7. Another
orthorhombic structure with space group Pnma, the Cm-V
phase, manifests itself above 95 GPa. It is analogous to the
Am-IV phase7. Of particular interest with these allotropes and
phase transitions are two folds. The first one is the occurrence
of Cm-III. Its low-symmetry monoclinic structure is unique.
It is absent in the high-pressure phases of the other heavy ac-
tinides, such as Am7,8, Cf12,13, and Bk14. Some people sug-
gested that this lattice structure is stabilized by magnetism, or
more specifically, the spin polarization of curium’s 5 f elec-
trons. Secondly, Cm’s I−II and III−IV structural transitions
are smooth, but its II−III and IV−V structural transitions are
accompanied by significant volume collapses (∼ 4.5% and ∼
11.7%, respectively). Previous theoretical and experimental
investigations suggested that these abrupt volume changes are
due to the stepwise delocalization of Cm’s 5 f electrons and
their succeeding participation in chemical bonding10,15.
Note that Cm is a highly radioactive and toxic element. It
is not an easy task to carry out extensive experiments to study
its electronic structures and the corresponding lattice proper-
ties16. Accordingly, theoretical calculations are necessary and
become increasingly important in the last decades. Nowadays
first-principles calculations based on density functional the-
ory and its extensions could reproduce the experimentally ob-
served sequence of phase transitions10,15, if the 5 f electrons
of Cm are assumed to be spin polarized and form antiferro-
magnetic long-range orders. It is predicted that Cm is a third
element, besides iron and cobalt, in which energy associated
with magnetic interaction influences the crystal structure of an
element against pressure (or equivalently, volume)10. Latter
this prediction is validated by experiments11. Furthermore, the
theoretical magnetic moment and X-ray absorption branching
ratio for the cubic Cm-II phase agree quite well with the ex-
perimental values at ambient pressure17.
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2Though great progresses have been gained, it is worth
pointing out that overall the electronic structures of Cm’s five
allotropes remain mysterious and almost untouched. Actually,
to our knowledge, their band structures, Fermi surfaces, den-
sity of states, and 5 f valence states have not been studied sys-
tematically. We are not clear the similarities and differences
in their electronic structures. We even do not understand why
Cm’s I−II and III−IV transitions are smooth. The underlying
mechanism about, why the volume collapse in Cm’s II−III
transition is much smaller than that in Cm’s IV−V transition,
is also unknown. In order to provide reasonable explanations
for the above questions, we employed the state-of-the-art first-
principles many-body approach to study the electronic struc-
tures of Cm under moderate pressure. Our calculated results
uncover that there will be a 5 f localized-itinerant crossover
between the Cm-II and Cm-III phases. More important, we
observe obvious signatures of quasiparticle multiplets in the
5 f electronic density of states in Cm-III. We further reveal
that it is the valence state fluctuation and 5 f 7 − 5 f 8 many-
body transition that should be responsible for the emergence
of quasiparticle multiplets in the Cm-III phase.
The rest of this manuscript is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II, the first-principles calculations details are briefly in-
troduced. Section III is the major part of this manuscript. We
present the calculated results and discussion in it. Section IV
serves as a short summary.
II. METHOD
In the present work, we utilized the density functional the-
ory in combination with the single-site dynamical mean-field
theory (dubbed as DFT + DMFT)18,19 to study the electronic
structures of Cm under pressure. The DFT + DMFT method is
probably the most powerful first-principles approach that ever
established for strongly correlated materials, and has been
successfully applied to study the electronic structures of some
actinides20–34, including Cm metal in its cubic phase17.
We used the eDMFTF package, which was implemented by
K. Haule et al.35,36, to perform the charge fully self-consistent
DFT + DMFT calculations. We used the experimental crys-
tal structures of Cm under pressure10, and adopted the general
gradient approximation (i.e., Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof func-
tional)37 to describe the exchange-correlation potential. The
spin-orbit coupling effect was included. The system temper-
ature was set to be 293 K, and the system was restricted to
be paramagnetic. The 5 f orbitals of Cm atom were treated
as correlated orbitals. The Coulomb interaction matrix was
constructed by using the Slater integrals F(k). The Coulomb
repulsion interaction parameter U and Hund’s exchange inter-
action parameter JH were 7.0 eV and 0.6 eV, respectively1.
The double-counting term for the self-energy function was
represented by the fully localized limit scheme38. For the
sake of simplicity, we ignored the non-equivalent Cm atoms
in the Cm-I phase. In other words, all Cm atoms in Cm-I
were assumed to be equivalent. The resulting multi-orbital
quantum impurity models were solved by using the hybridiza-
tion expansion continuous-time quantum Monte Carlo impu-
rity solver (CT-HYB)39,40. We made a truncation in the local
Hilbert space. Only those atomic eigenstates with 5 f 6 ∼ 5 f 9
configurations were retained41. The Lazy trace evaluation
trick was used to accelerate the calculations further42. The
number of Monte Carlo sweeps was 2×109, which was enough
to obtain converged results and suppress numerical noises43.
Finally, the analytical continuations for self-energy functions
were done by using the maximum entropy method44.
TABLE I. The weights for 5 f electronic configurations w(5 f n), 5 f
orbital occupancy (n5/2, n7/2, and n5 f , and X-ray absorption branch-
ing ratio B for the Cm-I, Cm-II, and Cm-III phases. See texts for
more details.
cases w(5 f 6) w(5 f 7) w(5 f 8) n5/2 n7/2 n5 f B
Cm-I 4.31% 92.84% 2.85% 3.91 3.08 6.99 0.722a
3.99 3.01 7.00 0.740b
4.41 2.59 7.00 0.794c
4.04 3.03 7.07 0.737d
4.20 2.85 7.05 0.760e
Cm-II 3.81% 93.79% 2.40% 3.91 3.08 6.99 0.722a
7.00 0.750f
3.77 2.84 6.51 0.717g
Cm-III 4.27% 86.81% 8.91% 3.85 3.20 7.05 0.711a
Atomic LS 3.00 4.00 7.00 0.600h
Atomic IC 4.10 2.90 7.00 0.747i
Atomic j j 6.00 1.00 7.00 1.000j
a The present work. The 5 f impurity occupancy is calculated via the
Matsubara Green’s function G(iωn).
b See Ref. [16]. Using the electron energy-loss spectroscopy and X-ray
absorption spectroscopy.
c See Ref. [46]. Using the electron energy-loss spectroscopy and X-ray
absorption spectroscopy.
d See Ref. [47]. Using the local density matrix approximation.
e See Ref. [45]. Using the local density matrix approximation.
f See Ref. [17]. Using the DFT + DMFT method.
g See Ref. [27]. Using the DFT + DMFT method.
h See Ref. [1]. From many-electron atomic spectral calculations. The
mechanism for angular momentum coupling is the LS scheme.
i See Ref. [1]. From many-electron atomic spectral calculations. The
mechanism for angular momentum coupling is the IC scheme.
j See Ref. [1]. From many-electron atomic spectral calculations. The
mechanism for angular momentum coupling is the j j scheme.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Quasiparticle band structures
Let us concentrate on the quasiparticle band structures or
momentum-resolved spectral functions A(k, ω) of Cm at first.
In Fig. 1, the momentum-dependent spectral functions of Cm
along some selected high-symmetry lines in the first irre-
ducible Brillouin zone are shown.
For Cm-I and Cm-II [see Fig. 1(a) and (b)], their quasi-
particle band structures share some common characteristics.
Firstly, the most striking features are the parallel and intensive
stripe-like patterns around -6 eV and +3 eV. These stripes can
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FIG. 1. (Color online). Quasiparticle band structures or momentum-
resolved spectral functions A(k, ω) of Cm obtained by DFT + DMFT
calculations. (a) Cm-I. (b) Cm-II. (c) Cm-III. (d) An enlarged view
of panel (c) in the energy window ω ∈ [-1,1] eV. In panels (d) and
(c), the coordinates for the high-symmetry points are A [0.0, 0.0,
0.5], Γ [0.0, 0.0, 0.0], Z [0.5, 0.0, 0.0], and Y [0.0, 0.5, 0.0]. In these
panels, the horizontal white dashed lines denote the Fermi levels.
be largely attributed to Cm’s 5 f electrons. They resemble the
upper and lower Hubbard bands of correlated 5 f electrons, re-
spectively. Secondly, we observe noticeable band dispersions
near the Fermi level. It means that they belong to the less-
correlated spd conduction electrons. The third, the 5 f elec-
trons form huge band gaps (approximately 6 eV) in the two
phases. And we hardly see any hybridization bands between
the 5 f and spd electrons in the vicinity of the Fermi level. So,
it is concluded that the 5 f electrons in the Cm-I and Cm-II
phases are completely localized and inert.
As for Cm-III [see Fig. 1(c)], the situation is a bit different.
The stripe-like patterns still exist, but the original band gap
between upper and lower Hubbard bands is greatly reduced
(about 3 ∼ 4 eV). More important, we observe not only strong
hybridizations between 5 f and spd electrons near the Fermi
level, but also a flat quasiparticle band which is exactly pinned
at the Fermi level [see Fig. 1(d)]. These features suggest that
the 5 f electrons in the Cm-III phase are not completely local-
ized any more, they become more and more itinerant and start
to contribute to chemical bonding. Thereby, we anticipate
that a 5 f localized-itinerant crossover13 could occur when Cm
goes from Cm-II to Cm-III.
Finally, we would like to note that when pressure is in-
creased (i.e., atomic volume is compressed) and temperature
is decreased, the 5 f electrons tend to be itinerant (coherent).
On the contrary, when pressure is reduced (i.e., atomic volume
is expanded) and temperature is raised, the 5 f electrons lean
toward the localized (incoherent) states. In an itinerant 5 f
system, lattice distortion can easily split the narrow 5 f bands
and thereby lower the total energy. Hence, low-symmetry
structures are usually favored in the low-temperature phases
of light actinides (such as the α, β, and γ phases of Pu4–6) and
high-pressure phases of heavy actinides (such as the Cm-III,
Cm-IV and Cm-V phases10,11).
B. Density of states
In Fig. 2(a), we show the total density of states A(ω) and
5 f partial density of states A5 f (ω) of Cm. Though their crys-
tal structures are very different, A(ω) and A5 f (ω) of the Cm-I
and Cm-II phases are quite similar, just like what we have ob-
served in their quasiparticle band structures. On one hand,
their A(ω) always exhibit metallic characteristic. On the other
hand, both A5 f (ω) show a large gap. However, A5 f (ω) of the
Cm-III phase is surprising. We see that the itinerant-like Hub-
bard bands at high energy regime still exist, but the band gap
disappears. There are several sharp and atomic-multiplets-like
peaks near the Fermi level, instead of a single and fat quasipar-
ticle resonance peak at the Fermi level. They are probably the
quasiparticle multiplets, a concept firstly proposed by Yee et
al.24, who have found similar peaks in the 5 f electronic struc-
tures of plutonium chalcogenides and pnictides. The quasi-
particle multiplets in these actinide compounds could be ex-
plained as a consequence of many-body transitions between
the 5 f 6 and 5 f 5 atomic multiplet configurations of Pu atom.
In a previous work, we also identified quasiparticle multiplets
in the low-temperature phases of metallic Pu34. Here, Cm-III
is a new example that manifesting the feature of quasiparti-
cle multiplets. Latter we will further discuss their underlying
mechanism.
4(a) (b) (c)
FIG. 2. (Color online). Density of states of Cm. (a) Total density of states A(ω) (represented by thick solid lines) and partial 5 f density of
states A5 f (ω) (represented by colored-shadow areas). The experimental spectra for Cm-I are also shown in this figure. Here, filled red circles
and black lower triangles denote the valence-band photoemission spectra measured with He-I and He-II radiation. The purple upper triangles
denote the 5 f contribution to the Cm valence-band photoemission spectrum obtained by using He-II radiation. The original experimental data
are extracted in Ref. [45]. (b) and (c) The 5 f5/2 and 5 f7/2 components of partial 5 f density of states. Note that the data shown in these figures
are rescaled for a better view. The vertical dashed lines denote the Fermi levels.
(a) (b)
FIG. 3. (Color online). Imaginary parts of impurity hybridization
functions of Cm’s 5 f orbitals. (a) 5 f5/2 component. (b) 5 f7/2 compo-
nent. The vertical dashed lines denote the Fermi levels.
Due to spin-orbit splitting, the 5 f manifolds can be split
into 5 f5/2 and 5 f7/2 components. In Fig. 2(b) and (c), the j-
resolved 5 f partial density of states are illustrated. Obviously,
in the Cm-III phase, both 5 f5/2 and 5 f7/2 states contribute to
the quasiparticle multiplets. However, for the Cm-I and Cm-
II phases, there are almost featureless near the Fermi level.
Another noticeable difference for these phases lies in the up-
per Hubbard bands. In Cm-III, the upper Hubbard bands are
slightly shifted toward higher energy. Besides, the contribu-
tion from the 5 f7/2 state is a double-peak structure, instead
of a broad “hump” as is seen in Cm-I and Cm-II. We believe
that this band splitting might originate from large lattice dis-
tortions in low-symmetry crystal structure of Cm-III10,11.
The electronic structure of Cm-I has been investigated by
using photoemission spectroscopy a few years ago45. The ex-
perimental valence-band spectra are shown in Fig. 2(a) as a
comparison. The experimental spectra indicate full localiza-
tion of the 5 f electrons, which are consistent with our the-
oretical results. We also discover sizable deviation between
the theoretical and experimental peak positions for the lower
Hubbard bands. We speculate that this divergence can be eas-
ily explained by the uncertainty of the Coulomb interaction
parameters U and JH used in the present DFT + DMFT cal-
culations1,45. Actually, if the values of U and JH are rescaled
by a factor, we can reproduce the experimental spectra.
In Fig. 3, we show the imaginary parts of 5 f hybridization
functions −Im∆(ω), which can be regarded as a measurement
for the strength of c− f hybridization18,19. From this figure, we
can see that the hybridization between 5 f and spd electrons
in Cm-III is much larger than those in Cm-I and Cm-II around
the Fermi level. It implies once again that the 5 f electrons
in Cm-I and Cm-II are localized, but turn to be delocalized in
Cm-III.
C. Valence state fluctuation
Valence state fluctuation might be a common phenomenon
for f -electron materials. It has been observed or predicted in
many actinide-based materials or cerium-based heavy fermion
materials17,25,34. Previous DFT + DMFT calculations regard-
ing cubic phase Cm suggested that valence state fluctuation
is very weak in Cm. Its 5 f occupancy is very close to the
nominal value 717. However, we think pressure may alter
this picture, in other words, it is still possible to see strong
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FIG. 4. (Color online). Valence state fluctuation in Cm. (a)-(c) Valence state histograms in the Cm-I, Cm-II, and Cm-III phases. Here, we
used three good quantum numbers to label the atomic eigenstates. They are N (total occupancy), J (total angular momentum), and γ (γ stands
for the rest of the atomic quantum numbers, such as Jz). Note that the contributions from the 5 f 6 atomic eigenstates are too trivial to be seen
in these figures. (d)-(f) Transition probabilities between two different atomic eigenstates in the Cm-I, Cm-II, and Cm-III phases. Here |Γi〉 and
|Γ f 〉 mean the initial and final atomic eigenstates, respectively.
valence state fluctuation and deviation from the nominal 5 f
occupancy in the high-pressure phases of Cm. In order to ex-
amine this idea, we try to calculate the valence state histogram
pΓ (i.e., atomic eigenstate probability) of Cm by using the CT-
HYB quantum impurity solver35,41. Here, Γ means the atomic
eigenstates |Γ〉 ≡ |ψΓ〉, which are labelled by using some good
quantum numbers, such as total occupancy N and total angu-
lar momentum J. Then pΓ denotes the probability to find out
a valence electron in a given atomic eigenstate |Γ〉.
The calculated results for pΓ are presented in Fig. 4(a)-(c).
Just as expected, the valence state fluctuations in Cm-I and
Cm-II are quite weak. The predominant atomic eigenstate is
undoubtedly |N = 7, J = 3.5, γ = 0〉. Its probability accounts
for more than 90%. The contributions from the other atomic
eigenstates are too trivial to be seen in these figures. As for
Cm-III, |N = 7, J = 3.5, γ = 0〉 is still the principal atomic
eigenstate. Though as a whole Cm-III is yet a system that ex-
hibiting weak valence state fluctuation, the contributions from
the other atomic eigenstates [mainly from 5 f 8 (N = 8) con-
figurations] become quite important. We thus predict that the
valence state fluctuation would become more and more impor-
tant in Cm-IV and Cm-V, which usually stabilize under higher
pressure10.
We also calculate the transition probability between arbi-
trary two atomic eigenstates, Π(Γi|Γ f ), where Γi and Γ f denote
the initial and final states, respectively41. This observable can
help us understand the nature of many-body transitions in Cm
under pressure. The calculated results are shown in Fig. 4(d)-
(f). For Cm-I and Cm-II, the distributions of transition proba-
bilities are fairly similar. The probabilities for 5 f 6 − 5 f 7 tran-
sitions are much larger than those for 5 f 7 − 5 f 8 transitions.
This is quite natural because the weight of 5 f 6 configuration
is larger than the one of 5 f 8 configuration in these phases.
As for Cm-III, the transitions between 5 f 7 and 5 f 8 config-
urations become comparable to the transitions between 5 f 6
and 5 f 7 configurations, since the weight of 5 f 8 configuration
is almost twice as large as the weight of 5 f 6 configuration
(see Table I). Thus, we suspect that the quasiparticle multi-
plets seen in the density of states of Cm-III likely originate
from the many-body 5 f 7 − 5 f 8 transitions.
D. X-ray absorption branching ratio and 5 f occupancy
How the 5 f electrons occupy the 5 f5/2 and 5 f7/2 levels
across this series is a particularly fundamental question about
actinides. In general, it is determined by the scheme of angu-
lar momentum coupling that each actinide exhibits. Depend-
ing on the relative strength of spin-orbit coupling and elec-
trostatic interaction, the angular momenta of multi-electronic
systems have three ways to couple with each other: Russell-
Saunders (LS) coupling, j j coupling, and intermediate cou-
pling (IC)1. For the ground states of late actinides, intermedi-
ate coupling is favorite. Previous theoretical and experimen-
tal researches already demonstrated that the Cm-I and Cm-II
exhibit intermediate coupling. But, we immediately have a
new question. How about the high-pressure phases of Cm?
To this end, we try to evaluate the 5 f orbital occupancies for
6Cm-I, Cm-II, and Cm-III. The calculated values are summa-
rized in Table I, and are compared with previous experimental
and theoretical results where available. As for Cm-I, our data
agree quite well with the very recent X-ray absorption and
magnetic circular dichroism measurements16. We find that
not only Cm-I, but also Cm-II, fulfill the requirement of in-
termediate coupling. Interestingly, the 5 f orbital occupancies
for Cm-III show an obvious deviation from the intermediate
coupling scheme. There is a slight shift toward the LS limit.
We believe that such a deviation or shift is available in Cm-IV
and Cm-V phases as well and could become more remarkable.
Note that a similar trend has been suggested in the cubic phase
Cf under pressure13.
With either electron energy-loss spectroscopy or X-ray ab-
sorption spectroscopy, a core electron is excited above the
Fermi level, allowing to probe directly the unoccupied states.
In Cm, due to strong spin-orbit coupling, the transitions from
4d core states to 5 f valence states result in two absorption
lines, i.e., N5 (4d5/2 → 5 f ) and N4 (4d3/2 → 5 f ). The rela-
tive strength of the N5 absorption line is the so-called X-ray
absorption branching ratio B. It measures the strength of the
spin-orbit coupling interaction in the 5 f shell. If we ignore
the electrostatic interaction between 4d and 5 f electrons, B
can be evaluated via the following equation17,28:
B = 3
5
− 4
15
1
14 − n5/2 − n7/2
(
3
2
n7/2 − 2n5/2
)
. (1)
Here, n7/2 and n5/2 represent the 5 f occupation numbers for
the 5 f7/2 and 5 f5/2 states, respectively. The calculated results
are shown in Table I as well. We have B(Cm-I) = B(Cm-II) >
B(Cm-III). Since X-ray absorption branching ratio is sensitive
to 5 f delocalization46, these results indicate one more time
that the 5 f electrons in Cm-III is more delocalized than those
in Cm-I and Cm-II.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the present work, we employed the DFT + DMFT
method to study the electronic structures of Cm-I, Cm-II, and
Cm-III. The major findings are as follows. At first, the 5 f
electrons in Cm-I and Cm-II are completely localized with a
large band gap. In Cm-III, rampant change occurs. The band
gap is replaced by quasiparticle multiplets. Second, the 5 f
electrons are virtually locked into the 5 f 7 configuration, espe-
cially in the Cm-I and Cm-II phases. There is only one over-
whelming peak, which denotes the ground state of Cm atom
(|N = 7, J = 3.5, γ = 0〉), in the valence state histogram. As
is compared to Pu, valence state fluctuation in Cm is rather
weak. Third, many-body transitions between 5 f 7 and 5 f 8 be-
come nontrivial in Cm-III. They boost the quasiparticle multi-
plets. Thus the 5 f spectra of Cm-III contain two distinct parts,
well-pronounced atomic multiplet structures near the Fermi
level and broad Hubbard bands at high energy regime. This
is quintessential feature of “Racah materials” or “Racah met-
als”, a concept proposed by A. B. Shick et al48,49. Therefore,
it is suggested that Cm-III is a material realization of the so-
called “Racah metal”. Finally, intermediate coupling scheme
still approximately holds in Cm. But a trend toward the LS
limit is observed in Cm-III.
The present work can enrich our understanding about the
5 f electronic structures of actinides. According to the calcu-
lated results, we find that the electronic structures (including
quasiparticle band structures, density of states, valence state
histograms, and 5 f occupancy) of Cm-I and Cm-II are quite
similar. It explains why Cm’s I−II transition is so smooth. On
the other hand, the electronic structures of Cm-III are some-
what different. Its 5 f electrons turn into (partially) delocal-
ized, c − f hybridization and valence state fluctuation are en-
hanced. These changes lead to the ∼ 4.5% volume collapse
during Cm’s II−III transition. As for the large volume col-
lapse observed in Cm’s IV−V transition, it can be explained
by a completely delocalization of 5 f electrons10.
Finally, the use of DFT + DMFT method for studying elec-
tronic band structures and extracting valence state histograms
of various allotropes of an element should have great applica-
tions for the other late actinides. Am, Cf, and Bk are several
pressing examples. They exhibit complicated V − T phase
diagrams, which usually comprise multiple allotropes7,8,12,14.
Most of lattice properties of these allotropes remain unclear.
Further calculations are highly desired.
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